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Nantahala Games
Southeastern U. S. Wildwater Championships!
Calling all racers of all skills and boat types and a
few good volunteers!
Slalom – Saturday June 27th
Downriver- Sunday a.m. June 28th
Where: Nantahala River, Bryson City NC
It’s awesome to see the NOC reinvent the Canoe Club Challenge
as the Nantahala Games and see the Southeastern U. S. Wildwater Championships, the oldest whitewater race in the Southeast, live on as part of
it! This will be our 47th year for the classic top to bottom downriver
race. The Nantahala Games are essentially the entire Canoe Club Challenge distilled into one weekend. It is a club level event as well as a
personal event and I’m looking forward to it.
VOLUNTEERS:
We can use a few volunteers to help with registration and 3-4
volunteers to help with timing at the finish line. No experience is necessary, we will teach you. See schedule below and inform Todd McGinnis
and/or John Pinyerd of your interest in participating.
RACERS (of all levels and boat types):
Don’t miss the opportunity to compete at the Nantahala Games
on Saturday June 27th in slalom and the amazingly cool ducky rescue
race.
The Downriver Championships will be on Sunday. As in years
past, we will compete over the entire 8 miles of the Nanty from
the Forest Service's private boater put-in just above Patton's Run to the

Columbus Hooch
Photo by Rick Thompson
Founders Bridge at the NOC. The race is geared towards all paddlers and will
likely include a few USA Team members who will be participating in the
“championship” classes. To keep it interesting, the Georgia Canoeing Association
will continue the tradition of paying you $100 if you break any of these course
records:
K-1 – Terry White, 42:04.85, 1981
K-1W – Kathy Bolyn, 45:20, 1989
C-1 – John Pinyerd, 46:43, 1997
OC-2 - Bill Baxter and Les Bechdel, 50:06, 1983
C-2 – David Jones and Mike Hipsher, 45:11, 1989
OC-1 – Angus Morrison, 50:12, 1983.
In the tradition of the Southeasterns, recognition will also be given for the
fastest downriver winners in these classes:
Charlie Patton Award – fastest solo canoe (C-1 or OC-1)
Julie Wilson Award – fastest female
Ramone Eaton – OC-2
These winners' names and the fastest boater overall, usually a K-1, also are
engraved on the old Southeasterns trophies.

Continued on page 2
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Nantahala Games, Continued

GCA Chattooga Cleanup, Saturday, June 20, 2015
by Roger Nott

SCHEDULE
Saturday June 27th:
Onsite Registration Only: 9:30 - 10:30 @ Big Wesser
BBQ+Brew

Events start at 11:00
Stay tuned to: http://noc.com/events/Nantahla-Games

Sunday,
June 28

Time

Location

Volunteer
Meeting

9 am

Wayah
USFS Put-in

Downriver
Registration

9:15 - 10:30
am

Wayah
USFS Put-in

Competitor's
Meeting

10:30 am

Wayah
USFS Put-in

Downriver
START

11 am

Wayah
USFS Put-in

Awards Ceremony

1 pm

Takeout
Beach

Come and race, volunteer to help with the race, or just
watch and share the good times. For further information and updates about the Southeasterns see http://www.gapaddle.com or
http://noc.com/events/Nantahala-Games. To volunteer or for more
information contact:
John Pinyerd: jpinyerd@cs.com
Todd McGinnis: paddlin@bellsouth.net
See you there!!!

EL

(left to right) Jeff Salembier, Russ Abney, Chuck Wilburn, Roxanne and Jeff Lankford
and Don Robertson portaging trash at Bull Sluice in 2013.

Mark your calendars for GCA's 22nd annual Chattooga River Cleanp,
which will be on Saturday, June 20, 2015. We plan to clean GCA’s adopted
section of the Chattooga, from Thrift's Ferry to the U. S. Highway 76 bridge,
leave the trash at Highway 76, and have an optional recreational paddle to
Woodall. If we have enough volunteers, we may split into smaller groups and
clean other sections of the river as well. We will meet at the Highway 76 parking lot between Clayton, GA, and Westminster, SC at 9:45 a.m. I'll provide trash
bags and refreshments. You should provide your own boat, but all boaters kayakers, C-boaters or rafters - are most welcome, and non-boaters can help with
the cleanup at the access areas.
On our Chattooga cleanups we usually take a slow pace and spend as
much time in the river as on it. Bring a face mask if you fancy diving for cans.
The GCA has sponsored cleanup trips on popular Georgia rivers regularly since
1980 and we have cleaned this adopted section of the Chattooga annually since
1990. We encourage all active paddlers to make a personal goal to join at least
one cleanup each year. The GCA and other groups who clean the Chattooga keep
it pretty clean, so that our Chattooga cleanups are typically not as difficult as
those on most of the other rivers we clean. Our cleanup is again co-sponsored by
American Rivers as part of their National River Cleanup Program. They have
provided us with a large supply of trash bags and help with publicity. Come join
the fun. We need you! For further information and to register, please contact
me, Roger Nott, at 678-316-4935 or at rogernott@att.net. EL
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Oconaluftee River, Sunday, March 29, 2015, by Roger Nott
Since 1980, I have coordinated Smoky Mountain area GCA
trips most years on one of the last two weekends of March. When I
could not do it, often Mark Levine did. The timing was picked to take
advantage of the warming weather and high water at the end of March,
the last of the only three months during which for many years the Cherokees allowed the rivers within their reservation to be paddled (except
during trout stocking days, Tuesdays or Wednesdays from April through
December). Bob Benner often led trips for the Carolina Canoe Club there
on the same weekends.
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missed hitting a dangerous submerged log at the narrow outflow of a tricky
class III S-turn at the right side of an island just past half way.
Except for development at the Job Corps Center, passing the Oconaluftee
Visitors’ Center, and near the end where the reservation touches the left
bank, this run is pristine and very much like a smaller, tighter version of
the Nantahala. It was delightful this day, and we each had wonderful,
clean runs. We saw abundant wildlife, most notably a large herd of recently reintroduced elk just downstream of the Pioneer Village. Thereafter Liph
and I very much enjoyed the all-you-can-eat buffet at the Newfound Lodge
EL
in Cherokee. Thanks crew for a great trip!

Little Ochlockonee River Exploration Trip
story and photos by Roger Nott

In August 1999 the tribe closed to paddlers all their streams
within the Reservation, except the Oconaluftee downstream of Old Highway 19, a mild section seldom run by experienced paddlers. This was
eight months after beloved GCA member Ed Green died after being
pinned in his kayak under wood in Crack in the Rock on Raven
Fork. The Cherokees said the closure was due to fear boaters would
bother license purchasing fishermen if their river got crowded like the
Nantahala and the belief that boaters did not spend much in the reservation. The edict closed most of Soco Creek and the class III(IV) section
of Raven Fork, which we paddled each year. We missed a couple of
good rapids on the Oconaluftee at the end of our usual run, but by
taking out near the bridge at the northern border of the Reservation, we
could still enjoy most of the class II-III run upstream, within the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park.
Since 1999 I have often led Smokies trips in March running
either Abrams Creek or, as I had planned this year, Cataloochee Creek
with the Oconaluftee. However, with this year’s very low water levels
and cold weather, scanty advanced registration, and the need for my
services judging gates at the U. S. Open on the Nantahala, our plans
changed. Sunday’s trip on the Cataloochee was canceled since the level
was two inches below the minimum at 2.62. Saturday’s Oconaluftee trip
was moved to Sunday afternoon after the races. Open boaters James
McCay and Liph Johnson came to watch the slalom races and afterwards
we shuttled the 40 minutes to Cherokee.
It had been 20 degrees that morning and windy but had
warmed and the wind calmed by 4 p.m., when we embarked in bright
sunshine. We had a low, technical but passable level, 1.88/488 cfs at
Birdtown 12 miles downstream. A few months earlier a contractor clearing dangerous trees along Highway 441 had cut many of them into the
river, making it “a paddler’s nightmare,” according to one BoaterTalk
poster. However, a park ranger who paddled advised me that they had
cut out most of the dangerous strainers. We followed his advice and
put in at the stables on river left, just below Smokemont and two remaining logjams. We still had to portage blockages twice and barely

On my way to Vince Payne’s GCA Florida manatee and springs trip
I decided to paddle something new in southwest Georgia. I had never paddled any of the Ochlockonee and was attracted to the section north of
Thomasville, Georgia, well-described in my trusty guidebooks, Southern
Georgia Canoeing and Suzanne Welander’s update, A Canoeing and Kayaking

Guide to Georgia.

I first drove to the Highway 188 bridge (Welander’s Access Point
A) but found the water level a little low. I then drove downstream and
found more water. The section beginning at Confederate Bridge over U. S.
Highway 19 (her Access point C) particularly interested me because of some
unusual features but seemed rather short if I only paddled to the next
bridge but too long if I were to go much farther. I decided to extend the
trip by putting in 1.3 miles upstream of the Highway 19 bridge at a bridge
over the Little Ochlockonee River on Egg and Butter Road North, which
runs north from Highway 19 about a half mile northwest of the Highway
19 bridge. I did a quick internet search but could find no information
about anyone paddling the Little Ochlockonee. Its flow seemed substantial

Continued on page 4
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Little Ochlockonee, continued
and, unlike at Highway 19 on the Ochlockonee, access to the river was
very easy. Moreover, I could earn my GCA Exploration Chairman's pay
and document an unpublished waterway. I had brought a bicycle, but
my maps indicated that the road shuttle was long. I therefore decided
to paddle downstream from Egg and Butter Road north for 3 miles to
Georgia Highway 3 and then back upstream. I brought a 12-foot pole
but used it very little, since the rivers were generally too deep and the
current slow enough to make going upstream fairly easy. Both rivers
were pleasantly full, with 821 CFS (8.67) on the Thomasville USGS
gauge five miles downstream of Highway 3. It was a mild, sunny day
and I was anxious to get on the water.
I tend to enjoy waterways in inverse proportion to their size and
was loving the quiet, intimate character of the Little Ochlockonee until
I encountered a river-wide logjam about four minutes into the
trip. Was the Little Ochlockonee big enough to paddle? Not to worry, I was able to move a few floating broken limbs and squeeze
through the resultant gap without having to step from my 16’ Mohawk
Blazer canoe. The remainder of the .75 miles to the Ochlocknee confluence and the .55 miles to Hwy. 19/300 were pleasant and uneventful. I stopped to photograph the quaint, old steel truss Confederate
Bridge just upstream from a new one built in 1959 and to talk to
fisherfolk, who were trying to catch some of the largemouth bass,
flathead and channel cats, crappie, and redbreast sunfish for which the
river is renowned.
Just downstream of Confederate Bridge the Ochlockonee widens
and splits into two then three shallow channels which snake through a
dense maze of mature trees within the streambed. The old channel,
according to the Merrillville USGS Topographical map, curves to the left
but looked overgrown and was blocked by a large, downed tree. I
followed the majority of the flow bending right/west through some
tight turns, limboed under a downed tree or two, and squeezed
through a small shallow swampy grove of trees to find myself after a
few minutes on a good-sized open lake into which much of the river’s
flow passes. On its southern shore a narrow 80 yard channel flowed
into a larger lake almost a half mile long. At its north end was a
landing at the end of Boat Ramp Road, which runs south off U. S.
Highway 19, four-tenths of a mile northwest of Confederate Bridge. This
would be an excellent place to begin a paddle downstream to avoid
the congestion and tight maneuvering immediately downstream of
Confederate Bridge at U. S. Highway 19. From there the going is open
and easy all the way to Highway 3.
At the east end of the second lake most of the river’s flow drains
back into the old, east channel of the river, though there are two
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other attractive lakes at the western edge of the river channel before
the Highway 3 bridge and another just downstream of it. Also I was
also impressed with the steel CSX railroad bridge and its high, massive wooden approach trestles about a half mile upstream of Highway
3.
My return trip upstream was not strenuous and was particularly lovely, as the sun was now at my back and shone increasingly
brighter as the morning clouds dissipated. I still had plenty of
daylight left when I got back to North Egg and Butter Road, so I
resolved to explore upstream on the Little Ochlocknee, at least until
my way was blocked by another logjam.
However, that never happened. Though there were several
downed trees which challenging my maneuvering skills to skirt or slip
under, I was able to go several miles upstream unimpeded, perhaps
two-thirds of the 5.5 to 6 miles to the next public access at the GA
Highway 188 bridge over the Little Ochlockonee, near the town of
Ochlocknee. (The town’s name omits the third “o” in the river’s
name, which is also pronounced by locals with the third “o” silent.) I stopped upon reaching and photographing a small dam
whose left side is washed out. I found the Little Ochlockonee heavily
wooded and mostly in a natural state. I only saw four buildings, a
barn and three stream-side hunting lodges, about a mile upstream of
Egg and Butter Road. The banks were sandy and extended from six
to sixteen feet above the water and averaged about forty feet apart
in the 4-5 miles I paddled. The Little Ochlockonee's course was very
serpentine and its current was mild but became brisker at its numerous bends and as I went further upstream. I saw numerous waterfowl
and a herd of about 35 goats at one of the hunting lodges and
overall had a wonderful day. EL
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Paddle Georgia
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Story and photos submitted by Joe Cook, Paddle Georgia Coordinator

It has been called “summer camp for grown ups,” “the highlight
of the summer” and a “church” for paddlers.
It is Georgia River Network’s (GRN’s) Paddle Georgia and since its
inception in 2005, it has grown into the largest week-long group paddle
trip in the country as each year more than 300 participants venture for
seven days down a different Georgia river.
The Paddle Georgia Navy has shot the rapids of the Broad,
lounged on the massive sandbars of the Altamaha, soaked in the cool
springs of the Flint and hunted for mussels on the Oostanaula. In 10 years
of these annual pilgrimages, GRN has introduced more than 3000 people to
Georgia rivers, paddled more than 1,000 miles of those rivers and generated
more than $240,000 to protect them.
This year’s adventurers will float 95 miles down the Ogeechee
River from Statesboro to Richmond Hill June 20-26.

Over seven days, this group from every corner of the United
States (18 states were represented in 2014) becomes joined by the common
bond of journey and adventure, and a close-knit paddling community forms.

Spaces are still available for the trip; registration fees are $425
for adults, $230 for children age 8-17, and $30 for children 7 and under.
The event meal plan is $227.75 and includes catered breakfast, lunch and
dinner for all seven days of the trip.

In a world where we’re often heading in disparate directions, it is
refreshing to see one community all flowing in one direction with one purpose: to have a great time exploring a beautiful river.

Registration fees include event T-shirt, boat decal, pocket-size dry
box from Georgia Power Company, map bag from Hennessey Land Rover,
maps and river descriptions, souvenir cup, a year’s membership to GRN,
camping with bath facilities, shuttles to campsites, entertainment, activities,
and educational programs.
Learn more at http://www.garivers.org/paddle_georgia.
As the event coordinator, I might be biased, but I rank it as one of the
highlights of the Summer.

Indeed, a great time is had. Those paddlers that like to speed
downriver, do so and are rewarded with the first post-paddle showers back
at camp. Those that like to play, alternately paddle, swim and drift down
river. Those that like to fish, cast about. Those that like to jump from rope
swings, swing on. And, those prone to pirating plunder with water cannons.
Continued on page 6

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share
information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links
to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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Paddle Georgia, continued
Though it is a group trip, each paddler sets their own pace and
the large group is spread over many miles of river, allowing every participant to make it their own adventure.
The fun doesn’t end at the take out, however. After shuttles to
nearby campsites (usually a local high school), nightly programs include
educational programs about the river, street parties with canoe tug-o-wars,
tours of historic sites, talent shows and more.
Georgia Canoeing Association members have assisted with the
event since its first year, serving as safety boaters at rapids, strainers and
other obstacles. GCA’s Vincent Payne has for years coordinated the trip’s
safety boat patrols. In fact, it is the paddling community that GCA has built
since 1968 that is foundation from which Paddle Georgia grew.
If you have not already experienced Paddle Georgia, you should
do so, either as a volunteer safety boater or as a full-fledged participant. It
is a trip that is as suitable for beginners as it is for seasoned veterans. In
doing so, you will come to see Georgia’s rivers in a different light.

Always wear a helmet in whitewater!
business of two local outfitters. The bad publicity associated with the
polluted river has left the Ogeechee with a scarlet letter.
But four years later, the river’s fortunes appear to be on the
rise. A multi-million dollar legal settlement secured by Ogeechee Riverkeeper forced the textile plant to improve its wastewater treatment capabilities and has led to a comprehensive water quality study of the river.
At river access points, children are again seen playing in the water, anglers patrol backwater sloughs from their johnboats and water skiers ply
the river’s blackwater as it nears the coast.
On June 20, when more than 300 paddlers launch just upstream of the discharge pipe responsible for the fish kill, the scarlet letter
that the Ogeechee has worn for four years will be ripped clean.
A river on its way to recovery will be reclaimed.
Come out and be part of it. Have some fun with us while
EL
helping protect the rivers you love to paddle.

As paddlers, we choose our day trips based on the biggest whitewater thrills or the most beautiful scenery, but on a seven day journey, you
see it all. Sure, you’ll get the national park and the river’s beauty, but you’ll
also experience the river’s industrial park and gain an understanding of how
we use, and sometimes abuse, these paddling paths.
Underlying all the fun, the ultimate goal is to leave each participant with a better understanding of Georgia rivers and to create more river
stewards. This year’s trip on the Ogeechee is the perfect example. In 2011,
the Ogeechee was the site of the largest single fish kill in Georgia history—
the result of a toxic discharge from a local textile plant. The fallout from
this incident has been devastating, including putting a serious dent in the
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Lower Amicalola River Trip Report
Sunday, April 5, 2015

Story and photos by Roger Nott

We enjoyed just your average fun day on the beautiful, pristine Amicalola River. Our amicable crew were kayakers Hans Dietrich
and Kevin Kelly and open boaters Forest Hilyer and myself. We enjoyed
mild weather peaking at 66 degrees and a low but ample level of .90
feet, equivalent to .60 feet on the old staff gauge, which has been
removed.
We played a good deal, including at our put-in just around
the bend upstream of Highway 53. We all ran Edge of the World
successfully. Forest gave us a few anxious moments when he did not
angle enough to the right atop the second drop. He was stranded for
several precarious seconds on the rock to the left of the sluice but was
able to wiggle and ply his way back into the main current and make
it to the recovery eddy unscathed.
We lunched below Lap Rapid, where Kevin dramatically experienced being similarly stranded atop the Lap Rock which one invariably
hits unless he/she takes a sharp left (or right) angle with good speed
into the center drop. This rapid is sometimes apocryphally known as
“Split Rock,” a name coined by a fisherman writing in Brown's Guide
to Georgia several years after it was more colorfully identified as “(On
Your) Lap Rapid” in the GCA Guidebook, published annually from 1973
to 1981. Thereafter we decided to reissue it less often. An update to
the GCA Guidebook came close to publication around 1984-85 but was
never completed.
Don Otey and Bob Sehlinger’s comprehensive A Paddler’s Guide
to North Georgia was published in 1980. They were allowed to use a
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large number of fine photographs from Brown’s Guide gratis and accepted its new names from its Amicalola fishing article. The other new
names from the Brown’s Guide article used were “Off the Wall,” a
much better name than the previous GCA’s “Squeeze,” and “Rooster
Tail” for a downstream rapid which was not identified in the GCA
Guidebook. Since a roostertail to paddlers is a generic name for a
common whitewater feature, I consider it a poor name and have continued to call that rapid by the names we used before the Brown’s
Guide article: “Slingshot” for the left line where the roostertail is and
“The Slide” for the right side line.

In recent years Suzanne Wehlander has admirably continued
the massive task of describing and updating Georgia’s paddling resources, and I anxiously await her upcoming new edition. One boater
had a couple of innocuous swims, but overall we had a great
EL
trip. Thanks crew!
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Upcoming GCA Classes
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by Jim Tebbel

WILD & SCENIC FILM FESTIVAL
SATURDAY, 5/30/2015, 6 -9:30 PM, GAINESVI LLE, GA

5/30/2015

Recreational Kayak Class (Atlanta)

6/6/2015

Combat Roll Clinic with Robert Weddle

6/13-14/2015

Training Weekend-TBD
(WW Kayak-Beginner, Trained Beginner, Intermediate)

6/13-14/2015

Training Weekend-Bryson City NC
(WW Canoe-Beginner, Trained Beginner, Intermediate)

6/13-14/2015

Intermediate Kayak

6/20/2015

Recreational Kayak Class (Atlanta)

6/27-28/2015

Beginner / Trained Beginner Whitewater Kayak Class
(Atlanta)

7/11-12/2015

Training Weekend-Bryson City NC
(WW Kayak-Beginner, Trained Beginner, Intermediate)

7/18/2015

Intro to Park-n-Play

7/25-26/2015

Nantahala Step-Up Clinic

8/8-9/2015
ner,

Training Weekend-Bryson City NC (WW Kayak - BeginTrained Beginner, Intermediate)

By Roger Nott

Mark your calendars and don’t miss this year’s wonderful Wild
& Scenic Film Festival on Saturday, May 30, 2015, from 6 to 9:30 PM at
Brenau University’s Downtown Center, 301 Main Street SW, Gainesville,
GA (30501). The Environmental Expo and Happy Hour, with free beer
provided by Sweetwater Brewery, starts at 6 p.m. and two hours of
awesome environmental and adventure films begin at 7 p.m. Admission
is $10 ($5 for Students) and includes one year Chattahoochee Riverkeeper (CRK) membership.
All proceeds will support the educational efforts of the Lake
Lanier Floating Classroom sponsored by CRK and the Elachee Nature
Center. Local sponsors include the CRK, Elachee, Brenau University and
the University of North Georgia. Why not plan to paddle the Upper
Chattahoochee, Chattooga or other NE Ga. river and catch the festival in
the evening? The venue is on the south side of the historic Gainesville
Square, famous for its many fine restaurants, boutiques and nightspots.
For further information and tickets see www.Chattahoochee.org/
EL
wildscenic2015 or contact DHughes@chattahoochee.org.

Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up
at http://www.gapaddle.com
For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletrainEL
ing@gmail.com.

Rick Thompson on the Columbus Hooch
Photo by Nathan Madlock
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Beginning Whitewater Canoe Class Report
by Debbie Reed
Class report: Beginner Whitewater Canoe, April 2015
Instructors: Dan McIntyre and Jim Albert
Students: Eric Reedinger, Amanda, tandem; Debbie Reed, solo
Saturday, April 18th was the first class, meeting at Lake
Acworth Park. The initial half day of instruction was on land and
reviewed the topics of river safety, signals, scouting as well as other
information. The second part of the morning was spent on the
water on Lake Acworth implementing the strokes that had been
taught, reviewing turns and safety. We spent about two hours on
the lake and came off in time for lunch before we moved to the
Chattahoochee. Shuttle was set for the second part of the day,
and then we put in at Johnson Ferry and began the descent to
Powers Ferry. We had an overcast sky and did experience rain on
the river about mid-way through the trip. Dan worked closely with
Eric and Amanda in the tandem while Jim worked closely with me
in my solo boat. The water was very consistent on the river, the
level was good for that part of the river. I continued to work on
stroke patterns and keeping the canoe straight, which was not easy;
this was my first time in one. The rain caused a beautiful fog to
set over the river and at times it would take on flowing patterns
that moved around us. Indeed, it was very hard to see the river at
times and we were moving into the only part of this paddle that
required turning around rocks and reading the river. I was able to
find one rock and I easily won that encounter of the day. We
took out at Powers Ferry where it was decided that the class
would be postponed due to the weather forecast. Day two of the
class would be on the Broad River the following Sunday.
Sunday, April 26th was the second class, on the Broad
River in Danielsville, GA. We arrived at the Out Post a little early
and the gate had not yet been opened. Over the matter of a few
minutes, more paddlers began showing up and the gate opened a
little before 10 a.m. The water level of the river had been checked
out while we were waiting; it was up a little but looking really
good for a paddling class. The USGS gauge reported 4.4 feet and
1130 CFS. Certainly muddy, the river had a lot of small debris
like leaves that had washed into the river with the rain. Both Dan
and Jim felt that this made the plans for the class a little different
as there would likely not be sand bars for bracing practice. Shuttle was set with Dan, Jim and Erik back at the put in, off the Out
Post bus. Everyone was on the river within a few minutes and we
proceeded downstream. The wind was significant, more than I have
paddled previously; because this is a wide river, all the surrounding
trees didn’t buffer the gusty winds.
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The whitewater encounters we had included Flat Shoals, Scarborough
Shoals, Brown Shoals and Compton Shoals. These are peppered along the 5.7
mile section of the river, the take out is at GPS: 34.15305-83.074683.
Before we got to the first set of rapids, we were able to work on catching
eddies and ferrying in different speeds of flow as we descended. The Flat
Shoals portion was a good short minimal drop and went smoothly, I felt
relieved that I had made my first attempt in a canoe and succeeded. Scarborough Shoals was where we got out of our boats and hoofed it up to a
big rock for scouting. Once the discussion was complete and the line was
set, Jim took the first drop and eddied river left to set safety. Dan went
down next, on through and over the second drop to set safety at that point;
he was in a river left eddy that was about mid-river. I went down first,
eddied out river left feeling quite happy that I took my 12 foot canoe
through the first chute successfully. I stayed in the eddy as Erik and Amanda came down, their approach was good then they got a little sideways as
they came down and flipped. Jim threw the rope and Erik took care of
himself and the boat, while Amanda came to the bank in the eddy; everyone
was fine. Next was the second drop, a mid-size chute that is just left of the
mid-river rock Dan was eddied behind. I made the ferry across the river and
set my line as the approach water was moving quickly. I made the drop
and the ferry to river right behind Dan, which I found very satisfying. Erik
and Amanda came on down through the chute very well and we were on
our way again, winds and flat water ahead.
The descent through Brown and Compton Shoals was experienced
differently by each of us. This was Erik and Amanda’s first time in the
tandem in whitewater, they were such good sports and dealt with each
obstacle that they took on extraordinarily well. I made it through Brown’s
Shoals which includes a sharp left turn before a big rock as you drop
through this section of white water. Erik and Amanda got stuck on rocks,
conferenced, decided what they needed to do and came on down their own
way successfully. Once we got to Compton Shoals, the home of Rooster Tail,
it was another lesson in scouting; we were well elevated on a rock over this
section of the river. We listened as Dan and Jim discussed the drop and
sneak. Originally I thought I was going through Rooster Tail, Dan felt it
would be best for me to take the sneak, as I was the first one down. I
made my own line, did very well until I got nearly through the rapid then
got hung up on a rock which I proceeded to hug. It took some quasi-quick
thinking on my part, as water was flowing up and over the boat pushing
strongly. I slowly worked my boat around, with the bow turned, I caught the
water and went on through the rapid successfully; so much for the sneak.
Erik and Amanda were going for the sneak but ended up taking the far left
line, which they defined as a rock city, but they too made it just fine.
There is a section of the river that goes under the bridge at Highway 172,
which is the site of an old bridge; there are remnants of rebar and concrete
in the river bed here which are to be avoided carefully. Dan proceeded
through this section followed by Erik and Amanda; Jim went down and I

Continued on page 11
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Whitewater Canoe, continued
followed with poorer control than I wanted. I ended up taking the
canoe completely backwards all the way through the run and made
several paddle strokes as I looked over my shoulder; somehow this
worked out well. After all of this, we were on flat water until the
take out but had time for some more eddies and ferries. I made
my first canoe surf, though I had a difficult time getting the boat to
the hydraulic. Canoes catch much more wind than kayaks, as I
learned. Regardless, I was able to surf, which quickly improved my
confidence in the canoe. Erik and Amanda made it through the trip
despite several significant obstacles, mostly involving rocks. Later,
after putting in and getting the boats loaded, they commented about
their improved ability to locate rocks in the river.
Thank you to Dan and Jim for our instruction in beginner
whitewater canoeing. I have an improved appreciation for what
open boaters contend with, at least on this level. It was difficult for
me to keep my paddle on my predominant side (left), using the
cross stroke is very tricky. I learned this stroke does give me that
side (right) to use when I need to, and I plan to use this stroke
more often. Twice I used it successfully in rapids and Dan commented to me on how well I did with these strokes, which made my
day. Overall, I need much more canoe practice; whitewater canoeing
is not kayaking though there are many similarities. The different
feel of these two types of boats can only be assessed with a paddling experience. Getting into a canoe is trickier than getting into a
kayak; there is no spray skirt involved and you get into a canoe
when it is floating. I am very pleased this class was posted and
that I took it. I initially thought it would be a good transition back
to getting in my kayak, that has changed into more now. I will be
taking future GCA classes offered, I will be paddling a canoe at times
and I surely feel excited about what I experienced with this class.
SYOTR! EL

A crowd cheers surfing kayakers in Columbus
Photo by Nathan Madlock

Rick showing off
Photo by Nathan Madlock
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
5/24/15
6/20/15
6/27/15
6/28/15
7/5/2015

Hiawassee
GCA Chattooga Clean-Up
Lower Green, Class II
Tuckasegee, Class II
Chattooga Section IV

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact

Jack Taylor at 770-998-0350 or xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net
Roger Nott at rogernott@att.net or 678-316-4935
Luba Healy at ameri.rossi@gmail.com
Luba Healy at ameri.rossi@gmail.com
Roger Nott at rogernott@att.net or 678-316-4935

Check the calendar on the GCA website at http://www.gapaddle.com for additional trips, social events, safety classes, and more.

Photo submitted by Barbara Kaumeyer

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call Cruisemaster Robert Iseley at 678-325-8630. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips,
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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Trip Report: GCA Spring Extravaganza 2015
Story and photos by Jay Davis
I finally got a chance to come up for the Spring Extravaganza on
a Friday and led a trip down the Nantahala from Ferebee on a nice, sunny
day. Stewart got his first paddle down the river. He did really well, except
for one little flip peeling out at little S.O.B. Rapid. At Whirlpool, Debbie
decided to cool off with a little swim. So, I had to explain to her the
Whirlpool etiquette for newer Nanty boaters. So folks, here it is (if you
are new to the Nanty, please follow this procedure): just catch the eddy on
river right at Whirlpool instead of running the rapid. You can still run
the rapid later, just paddle up to the top of the eddy and ferry out. But
first, hang and give the other boaters a chance to surf, this is probably
the best intermediate surfing spot on the river for multiple surfs.
Joane was demoing a 9R. It was a cool boat. Like all the new
"racing" creekers, it has a square stern, planning hull, and generous rocker. This boat had the most extreme rocker of any newer design that I
have seen. I saw Patrick on the Ocoee in one, and for both boaters
nearly a third of the boat was sticking out of the water between the bow
and stern. We got back and Debbie got out the hot dogs and we started
roasting weenies.
We woke up and were greeted at the pavillion on Saturday morning by hot coffee. That was awesome, thanks Debbie! I had essentially
told Jim Wright that he was paddling the Ocoee with us a couple of weeks
earlier. We made good on that promise by throwing him in the back of
Paul's big cargo van with him sitting on the floor with the kayaks like the
kidnapping victim that he was. Jim had made a cool design on the sides
of his kayak; but unfortunately the acrylic paint did not stand up to the
Ocoee very well! Jim put on at the rails and did a really good job. He
had several rolls, but no swims, which is what I consider a good Ocoee
PFD. He was so comfortable by the time we got back to Flipper, that he
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ran the meat of it and then followed Rich back in to play in the
hole. Not many first timers do that. And, our group NEVER lets a
first timer follow Rich!
It was another sunny day of fun. Rich and Cheryl had
procured these gigantic steaks in honor of my birthday earlier in
the week, and we grilled them out and enjoyed the tastiness, along
with the club's catered barbeque. My wife had gotten back from her
9 mile hike looking just as tired as I had expected. She had a
great time and we were thrilled to see so many wild orchids and
beautiful mountain views. We got up Sunday to some light rain
and clouds, only to be expected if you spend three days in Western
North Carolina.
Despite the cool temperatures and drizzle, we had a large
crew show up for our full Nanty paddle. The river was very foggy
and visibility was quite low, so keeping the group organized was a
challenge. We had a swim or two around Patton's and few other
swims that had slowed us down, plus one time we spent 15
minutes waiting on John Holley only to find him waiting downstream. He's like a river wizard. He spends the entire trip 100
yards behind the group catching every single eddy in every rapid,
and then, poof, he magically reappears downstream in front of you,
calmly laying on the bank, looking at you like, "what took you so
long"?
We had one run in with some fishermen at the staging
eddy between Ferebee and Delebar's Rock. Guys, I fish, and I'm
sorry. No, we don't think we own the river. But I've got like five
people who've never run the rapid, I need a chance to explain it to
them. You are right, it's a big river, but we will only be here for
about 60 seconds. You can also find a spot with no eddy for
kayaks to congregate in. If you are going to fish directly into the

Continued on page 14

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

mat. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734 or
heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta,
GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com.

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Spring Extravaganza, continued

approach for the main line on a rapid on one of the most paddled
rivers in the world, you need to develop some tolerance, and patience, or go to the Upper Nanty. I was messing around a whole
bunch and flipped in some shallow stuff and ended up trying to roll
on my downstream side in about 10 inches of fast moving water. The result is everytime I swept out, the paddle snagged on the
bottom, and the current would push the boat into the paddle before
I could hip snap up. So, after 4 attempts, I had my first swim on
the Nanty in a long, long time! Of course, as soon as I pulled my
skirt, the water was nice and deep. Oh, the sweet taste of humble
pie. We got to the falls, and it got exciting, I think we had like
half a dozen flips (including me) and we had 3 people hit a roll
(well, two rolled, and one did a hip snap with his hands off of a
rock!) and a few swimmers. We ended up taking 5 plus hours. We
got home at dark, past our bed time, sorting through wet tents and
paddling gear, with hyper dogs overjoyed to see us. It was a good
weekend!
EL

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2015, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

